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    Dentist - Wilmington, VT 

    Exceptional Dentistry,
 Delivered Thoughtfully.

  



  
    Committed to Dental Safety

    
      We set a new standard for health and safety measures in dental practices to keep you and the community protected.

    

    
      Learn More
    

  



  
    
      How Can We Help You Smile Today?

      Behind our friendly team’s smiling faces lies decades of dental experience as well as a deep passion for helping patients feel comfortable during their visits. Whether you’re here for a checkup or complete makeover, you can count on us to
        make the process smooth and productive from start to finish.
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            Dental Insurance Information
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            Online Patient Paperwork
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            Meet Our Dentist
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            Explore Our Dental Services
          
        


      Learn More About Us
    

  



  
    
      Wilmington’s Dentist

      Kind, Caring & Qualified

      Dr. Sreca is ready to give you the one thing you won’t find at other dental practices: time. Your appointments will never be rushed. She'll make the effort to fully personalize your dental experience in every way to guarantee you always enjoy your time with us. 

      Meet Our Dentist
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            Tiffany Sreca, DMD
            
          

        
  



  
    
      
        Top-Rated Wilmington Dentist
      

      Exceptional
 is in our DNA

      

      Read More Reviews
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          I really enjoyed my visit to Deerfield Valley Dental. Although most people don’t enjoy dental work, this highly professional staff makes your experience better than you would think. I had a few procedures done today and all the staff
            were so very polite to me, cared about how comfortable I was, explained the COVID precautions and each step of everything they did.

          
            Ray H. Wilmington, VT
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          My 99-yr old mother with Alzheimer's needed dental care as soon as possible. Hannah was very helpful. Dr. Ruhl saw Mom the same day. He took the time to explain clearly what Mom's needs were and why. An appointment with an oral surgeon was made for us. All our needs were met quickly, kindly and with respect. Thank you!

          
            Elodee G. Dover, VT
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          Had my first visit at Deerfield Valley Dental today. Covid procedures were more extensive than any other medical provider I have experienced- very happy about that. All the staff were professional, helpful, and friendly. Dr. Sreca was thorough, answered all my questions cheerfully and created a treatment plan for all my issues. I highly recommend this practice.

          
            Karen K. Searsburg, VT
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          I had a crown fall apart on a Sunday. When I called the next morning, I was able to get an appointment the next afternoon. To my surprise and delight he was able to replace the crown with a perfect one right then, with no need for a second visit. The staff were all so helpful, friendly, efficient, and skilled. It was obvious how seriously they take everyone’s safety during this difficult time under the specter of COVID-19. I recommend this dental practice wholeheartedly. They are really quite special!

          
            Mary W. Whitingham, VT
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          I've been twice since they have reopened under Covid-19 rules. Both times, all protocols were followed. Heather is a great hygienist, and I've been with her for many years. Although my dentist is retiring and leaving the area, I will continue to use them for all my oral health care.  If you're looking for a dentist in the Valley, give them a call.

          
            Margaret C Brattleboro, VT
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          I went into the office with a grayish tooth but Dr. Ruhl had already had an idea of what the problem was over the phone. Only years of dentistry can teach that. He was so calm though the entire thing. The dental assistant was also so sweet Asklae was very comforting and was very good at her job. If within the area I recommend going here.

          
            Nora B Guilford, VT
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          I really appreciate the fact that I am almost always taken in on time. Dr. Ruhl doesn't seem to try to cram in as many people as possible as in some of my experience. He is very thorough and uses x-rays only when necessary. He really takes time to do the filling carefully. You get a feeling that the people there really are sensitive to your discomfort and try their best to be as gentle as possible.

          
            Kyle C Dummerston, VT
          
        

      

    

  



  
    Dental Office Tour

    Committed to
 Comfort & Safety

    In addition to several paintings and stained glass works made by Dr. Ruhl, our office also features hospital-grade air filter technology. If you’re here for an hour, the air is refreshed a minimum of 13 times! We also use extremely powerful
      chairside suction to eliminate any aerosols created during procedures.

    Tour Our Dental Office
  


  
    Featured Dental Services

    Everything You Need, Right Here

    In addition to several paintings and stained glass works made by Dr. Ruhl, our office also features hospital-grade air filter technology. If you’re here for an hour, the air is refreshed a minimum of 13 times! We also use extremely powerful
      chairside suction to eliminate any aerosols created during procedures.
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        Dental Checkups & Cleanings
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        Gum Disease Therapy
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        CEREC® 1-Visit Crowns
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        Emergency Dentistry
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        Dental Implants
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        Dentures

      
    

  



  
    
  


       

  

    
      
        
          Have a Question? Helpful Answers Await!

          Simply click the button, complete the form, and we’ll get back to you as soon as possible. Need an immediate answer? You can always call us at (802) 464-8853!

        
        Ask a Question
      

    

    
        
          Quick Links

          	
              Dental Insurance
            
	
              CareCredit Financing
            
	
              Cherry Financing
            
	
              Online Patient Paperwork
            
	
              Explore Our Dental Services
            
	
              Meet the Dentist
            


        

        
            Contact Us

            (802) 464-8853
            25 Coldbrook Rd
 Wilmington, VT 05363
            Get Directions
        

        
            Office Hours
            
                Monday8:00 am - 5:00 pm
                

                Tuesday8:00 am - 5:00 pm
                

                Wednesday8:00 am - 4:00 pm
                

                Thursday8:00 am - 1:00 pm
                

                FridayClosed
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